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Abstract

In this field experiment, we document success with the use of reward programs as a

public policy tool to shift rush-hour subway travel to off-peak periods. Four hundred

seventy-five regular rush-hour subway commuters are randomized to either the control

group or one of four 10-week programs that reward pre-peak travel with credits. Using

riders’ smart travel cards, we obtain records on more than 86,000 morning trips over a

year, spanning before, during, and after the reward period. Statistical analysis shows

that a full fare rebate that averaged 1.6 Singapore (≈ 1.2 U.S.) dollars per trip shifted

4.1% of the trips to at least 30 minutes earlier, which contributed to easing overcrowding.

A simple linear program in which the reward per trip stays constant, even if commuters

make more pre-peak trips, is as cost-effective as other programs with more generous

rewards, and performs the best in terms of cultivating an early-travel habit. Our results

offer important insights for the redesign of Singapore’s nationwide Travel Smart Rewards

Program.
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1. Introduction

Over the past five years, annual trips on the world’s 150 largest subway networks

have exceeded 55 billion.1 What this growth triggers is not always convenient: More

than ever before, rush-hour overcrowding plagues metropolitan transit systems and

causes dissatisfaction for regular customers. On weekdays in August 2016 alone, more

than 55,000 train delay incidences occurred on New York City’s subways, up 21% com-

pared to August 2015. Twenty-two thousand of these delays were caused by over-

crowding (Tcholakian 2016). In a survey of 7,000 London Underground passengers’

experiences (Transport Committee 2009), 80% of respondents said that “they experi-

enced overcrowding which caused them discomfort, and over half were sometimes unable

to board the first train to arrive.” However, infrastructure investment aimed at adding

train capacity and frequency has physical limits. On New York City’s busiest lines,

train frequency reportedly has reached its designed maximum during the morning peak

(Fitzsimmons 2016). Worse, because peak demand for subways is usually a short-lived

surge (see Figure i for an example from Singapore), expensive added assets are only

used briefly and sit idle during off-peak hours. Such short-lived congestion also occurs

on roads and in electricity and data-network usage. In this study, we demonstrate that

reward programs (RPs)—a simple economic tool that has been well tested in for-profit

environments—are an effective public policy approach for smoothing rush-hour demand.

[Figure i about here.]

1Aggregated from various sources by Wikipedia at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_

metro_systems.
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To this end, we set up a field experiment in Singapore, which is a city-state with a

comprehensive subway network (Mass Rapid Transit, or MRT). We recruited 475 reg-

ular morning rush-hour commuters to participate in the experiment. Over a period of

10 weeks, those randomized into treatment groups were enrolled in one of four RPs.

The reward criterion is individualized.2 After recruitment but before offering the RPs,

we calculated these commuters’ “Pre-treatment Average Entry Time” to the subway

network, or PAET. As illustrated in Figure i, 15-30 minutes before the peak, demand

quickly drops by 15%-25%. Therefore, all RPs were designed to encourage pre-peak

travel by rewarding subway entries that were 15 and/or 30 minutes earlier than indi-

viduals’ PAET.

Specifically, Treatment Group 1 (TG1) received a full rebate of the subway fare

when they entered at least 30 minutes before their individual PAET. TG2 received

the benefits in TG1 plus a S$(Singapore dollars) 0.5 rebate when they entered at least

15 minutes, but less than 30 minutes, before their PAET. These two RPs are linear

programs, defined as having the total reward amount linearly proportional to instances

of pre-peak trips. Elsewhere in for-profit environments, an analogous program typically

takes the form of, e.g., a 2% rebate on all credit card spending, which is similar to a

price discount applied to a select group of commuters. TG3 and TG4 received nonlinear

programs, in the sense that both were rewarded with, on top of the benefits in TG2, an

additional one-off bonus of S$2, 5, 10, or 15 if a commuter enters at least 30 minutes

2In a precedent study, Yang and Lim (2017) test a price promotion that offers free MRT rides when
any commuter exits from the network before 7:45 a.m. or 8:00 a.m. Compared with their setting of
a common cutoff time, our choice of individualized treatment spares us from paying those who would
have traveled pre-peak without intervention and results in an average cost saving of over 50% per
incentivized shift.
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before his/her PAET on least 5, 10, 20, or 30 occasions, respectively. In addition, TG4

participants received weekly email updates on travel patterns and accrued rewards. An

analogue of additional bonuses in for-profit settings often takes the form of a frequency

reward—e.g., “Buy 10 cups of coffee and receive one for free.” Table i summarizes the

benefits. The literature’s views on such a frequency program’s impact have been divided

between effective (e.g., Bolton et al. 2000, Lewis 2004) and not (e.g. Hartmann and

Viard 2008, Sharp and Sharp 1997).

[Table i about here.]

Not only do we aim to encourage commuters to shift from peak hours to pre-peak,

but—even more importantly—we also hope to motivate persistence in early travel after

monetary incentives have ended. After the 10 weeks of the reward period, we tracked

participants’ trips for another six months to determine whether the RPs motivated

persistence in early travel. We also contrasted linear versus nonlinear programs based

on post-reward, long-run effects. There are at least two competing theories on how

the additional cash rewards extended to TG3 and TG4 would work. Studies on habit

formation argue that “to form a habit, a behavior must be carried out repeatedly in

the presence of the same contextual cues” (Lally and Gardner (2013), p. S143). Hence,

cash rewards at milestones may induce habitual change by encouraging repeated shifts.

On the other hand, a study by Deci (1971) and its many follow-ups argue that extrinsic

rewards often undermine intrinsic motivation and can have an adverse effect on intended

outcomes. Frey (1994) hypothesizes that “the more a reward is contingent on the

performance, . . . the more intrinsic motivation is crowded out.” Therefore, one could

expect more regression by TG3 and TG4 participants after the reward period. Whether
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the incentives will work is ultimately an empirical question (Gneezy et al. 2011).

From participants’ smart travel cards, we obtained measurement-error-free records

for up to one year’s worth of subway trips spanning before, during, and after the reward

period, which warranted a difference-in-differences analysis. During the reward period,

we find that the effect of shifting trips earlier is increasing from TG1 to TG4, or in the

direction of adding more benefits: On average, a morning trip is 3.6% to 7.1% more likely

to start at least 30 minutes before an individual’s PAET, which effectively contributes

to easing overcrowding. This seemingly modest shift could imply millions of savings

on infrastructure investment, such as buying more trains. This result suggest that

simple market mechanism may work well to alleviate short-lived congestion that would

otherwise require lumpy infrastructural investment to fix, such as in roads, electricity,

and data-network usage. Nonlinear RPs are more powerful in inducing shifts, but not

more cost effective than the linear RPs extended to TG1 and TG2. After the reward

period, those in TG2 largely persisted in early travel, while all of the other groups

notably regressed. We regard the reversal by TG3 and TG4 as being consistent with

the hypothesis that nonlinear RPs’ “crowding-out” effect dominates.

Besides being practical and policy-relevant, our mostly-descriptive study is closely

connected to the literature of “nudging” that studies economic incentives’ ability to

alter behavior (e.g., Charness and Gneezy 2009, Acland and Levy 2015, Loewenstein

et al. 2016), in which the crowding-out effect is a central concern. This effect has been

documented in several contexts, including and beyond the paradigm of altruism, such

as blood donation (Titmuss et al. 1970 and Mellström and Johannesson 2008), charity

(Meier 2007), civic duty (Frey and Oberholzer-Gee 1997), social norms (Gneezy and
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Rustichini 2000a), and task performance (Gneezy and Rustichini 2000b). Apart from

being a first “data point” on urban transportation, our study contributes by exploring

the long-run impact of monetary incentives’ magnitude and formats. Gneezy and Rus-

tichini (2000b) find, in the context of IQ tests and soliciting donations, that introducing

small incentives deteriorates performance, while offering large incentives improves per-

formance in the short-run. We observe a nonmonotonic long-run relationship between

incentives and performance: Incentivizing either too little (TG1) or too much (TG3 and

TG4) both hurt persistence, which suggests that paying “just enough” rewards works

the best in the long term.

2. The Field Experiment

We present the timeline for experimental interventions and data coverage in Figure

ii.3

[Figure ii about here.]

The experiment started with recruitment of commuters via advertising on Facebook

and TODAY, a local newspaper distributed for free at subway stations during the morn-

ing rush hour (Figure iii). They appeared on Facebook on January 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, and 20

and February 4, 2016, and on TODAY on January 14, 15, 20, 21, and 22 and February

5, 2016. In these ads, we were explicit in inviting “regular MRT commuters who usually

exit the station around 8:30–9:00 a.m.,” but were vague about the incentives (“you may

get to enjoy promotional MRT fares”). Readers could apply to participate online or via

SMS. Application required the person’s contact-less smart travel card’s unique serial

3The study had been approved by the Institutional Review Board at the National University of
Singapore before its commencement.
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number, an email address, a mobile phone number (optional), and consent to disclose

past and future travel records and be contacted further by experimenters.

[Figure iii about here.]

Before closing registration on February 10, 2016, we received 1,587 unique applica-

tions. From a central database, we retrieved MRT trip records stored on applicants’

smart travel cards for travel up to October 12, 2015. Each trip’s record includes the

time and stations of entry and exit. We define frequent morning commuters as those

who satisfy the following two criteria: (1) having MRT exits between 8:30 a.m. and

9:00 a.m.—the morning rush hour—on at least 60% of the workdays in the past 1, 2,

3, or 4 months (note that these conditions are not nested within one another); we call

these “rush-hour trips,” and (2) having at least 80% of rush-hour trips originating from

the same station, which we refer to as the “designated station.” Criterion (1) selects

frequent morning peak commuters, which is our target group. We set criterion (2) so

that reward eligibility can be based on one entry time at a single station instead of

several entry times at multiple stations. Four hundred seventy-five applicants qualified;

hereafter, we refer to them as “subjects” of the experiment. For each subject, we cal-

culated their individual PAET as the average of their rush-hour trips’ MRT entry time

at their designated station during their most recent qualified months, rounded to the

nearest 5-minute block (e.g., 8:00 a.m., 8:05 a.m., . . . ).4 We then randomly assigned

them to either the control group (“CG,” 103 subjects) or one of the four treatment

groups (“TG1-TG4,” 93 subjects each). Supposing that the treatment effect is a mod-

4This is to say, if a subject qualified based on both past two-month and three-month records, but
not on the past one-month record, we calculate his/her PAET based on his/her records during the past
two months.
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est 20% change from the baseline, we expect a trip-level analysis to have a statistical

power exceeding 0.95.

We emailed all subjects on February 19 to invite them to complete a pre-intervention

online survey on commuting habits and demographics. The survey was optional, but

completing it before February 26 came with a one-time reward of S$15 in the form of

a travel credit top-up to the subject’s smart travel card. We paid out all incentives in

this experiment in this way; since a travel card can be used in many shops, eateries, and

taxicabs, its stored value is a close substitute for money. Except for the survey, subjects

in the control group received no other instructions. Those in the treatment groups also

received a detailed description of the RP their group would enjoy for a period of 10

weeks, between February 29 and May 6 (both dates included). Table i summarizes the

RPs. We included a few “understanding check” questions in the survey to ensure that

subjects were clear about the benefits. Because only 380 subjects completed the survey,

we also sent the information on the person’s assigned RP by email (twice).

To reassure subjects about our credibility, on March 11 we processed a batch of

payments for the survey incentive and any rebates accrued in the first week of the

reward period. During the rest of the rebate period, we proactively contacted only TG4

subjects with weekly email updates. On May 7, upon ending the rebate period, we

sent all subjects an optional online exit survey about their experiences with the RP.

When the survey closed on May 14, 359 subjects had completed it; each was rewarded

another S$15 worth of travel credits. We paid all travel rebates, bonuses, and survey

incentives on May 19, which concluded our interactions with subjects. We continued

to monitor their travel behavior using their smart travel card records until November
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11, 2016, roughly six months after the end of monetary rewards. An online companion

appendix collects all the communication documents used in the experiment. It also

contains details for the power calculation.

3. Results

3.1. Data and Descriptive Results

From the subjects’ smart travel cards, we obtain the data covering all subjects’ MRT

trips on weekdays (Monday-Friday, excluding public holidays) that originate from their

designated stations between October 12, 2015, and November 11, 2016. We restrict our

analysis to trips with an entry time before 9:00:00 a.m., which we refer to as “morning

trips.” In total, we obtain 86,885 such trips. For each trip, our data contain the time

(exact seconds) and stations of entry and exit; bus connections, if any, before and after

the trip; fare amount; and distance travelled.

Figure iv shows that our random assignment of subjects creates balanced treatment

and control groups in terms of travel patterns and demographics. To construct this

figure, we use pairwise t-tests on the null hypothesis that each of the four TGs shares

the same mean over a variety of attributes with the CG. Figure iv plots the p-values of

these t-tests, with the 5% “rejection line” marked near the origin. A dot located to the

right of the line indicates that we cannot reject the null for its corresponding TG and

attribute.

[Figure iv about here.]

In general, our subjects resemble the profile for typical rush-hour commuters (Table ii).

We wish to make two remarks on their descriptives. First, their subway fare averages S$
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1.25, which is considerably lower than that in many other developed countries, largely

due to Singapore’s heavy subsidies on public transit. Daily savings of a full fare for

an entire month (20 workdays) accounts for less than 1% of subjects’ median income.

Therefore, although the rebate that our RPs offer can potentially exceed 100%, the

absolute magnitude is rather small. Second, our longitudinal data form an unbalanced

panel: Many commuters’ travel records are truncated from the left and/or right. This

is possibly due to replacing of their smart travel cards, for reasons unrelated to the

experiment. Our empirical results are robust to using those who stay through the whole

sample period (Table 1 in the online appendix).

[Table ii about here.]

3.2. Treatment Effects

Figure v shows the weekly average entry time for morning trips for all groups during

the sample period. The week the RPs started is indexed as 1; and the week prior to

that as -1. It appears that entry times for all treatment groups drop immediately in

response to introduction of the RPs, which drives a wedge between their entry times

and CG subjects’ entry time. Although entry times for all treatment groups pick up

slightly after the reward ends, the differences between entry times for treatment groups

and CG appear to be persistent in the post-reward period.

[Figure v about here.]

Figure vi shows the histograms of entry minutes for trips made by each subject group

before, during, and after the reward period. We re-centre entry minutes such that the

“zero” bin collects trips that occur on one’s PAET. Positive bins are for earlier trips, and
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negative bins for later trips. Entry times pre-reward appear to be very similar across

all groups. During the reward period, we observe that the distributions for treatment

groups become bimodal with, notable spikes around the “30-minute earlier” bin. After

the reward period, spikes are still somewhat visible, though they become flatter around

the “30-minute earlier” bin. As expected, CG does not seem to be impacted by the

reward offered to other groups.

[Figure vi about here.]

To more precisely quantify the treatment effects, we estimate a trip-level linear

difference-in-differences model.

dvij = β1Duringij + β2Duringij ∗ TG1i + . . .+ β5 ∗ TG4i

+ β6Postij + β7Postij ∗ TG1i + . . .+ β10Postij ∗ TG4i

+ βXXij + νi + εij,

(1)

where dvij is the dependent variable associated with subject i’s morning trip j. We

only use three core dependent variables to alleviate potential concerns over multiple

hypothesis testing. The first is the morning trip’s entry time, as the number of lapsed

minutes since midnight. The other two dependent variables are binary indicators for

whether morning trip ij starts (1) at least 15 minutes, but no more than 30 minutes

earlier than i’s PEAT and (2) at least 30 minutes earlier than i’s PEAT. Independent

dummies Duringij and Postij indicate whether trip j is during or after the reward

period. TG1i, . . . , TG4i are binary indicators for whether subject i is in TG1,. . . ,TG4.

Trip-level characteristics Xij are used as controls. We further include individual fixed

effects νi to flexibly control for commuter heterogeneity. This means that we do not
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include dummy variables for whether subject i belongs to a treatment group or his/her

demographics. Instead, we have shown in Figure iv that there is no systematic difference

in travel patterns and demographics between treatment and control groups. Further

analysis does not suggest that demographic attributes drive heterogeneity in treatment

effects. Standard errors are clustered at the subject level Bertrand et al. (2004).

The coefficients of interest are those for the interaction terms, which measure the

RPs’ treatment effects during and after the reward period. We report the estimates in

Table iii. During the reward period, trips are 3.6%-7.1% more likely to be 30-minutes

earlier than the subject’s PAET, with the probability increasing in the direction of

adding benefits. Compared with a baseline probability of 3.9% pre-reward, the increase

is 90%-180%. Given the short-lived demand surge illustrated in Figure i, we believe that

the treatment effects in smoothing peak demand is substantial. TG2, TG3, and TG4

are almost identically effective in inducing a 15-30 minute shift (3.7%-3.8% more likely)

and an earlier average entry time (around 4 minutes earlier), but differ considerably in

their ability to motivate a shift of 30 minutes or more. Without an intermediate level of

reward for a 15-30 minute shift, the program for TG1 turns out to be the least effective.

[Table iii about here.]

After the reward period, as shown in Figure vi, the 30-minute-earlier criterion is no

longer a clear-cut indicator for earlier travels; therefore, we focus more on average entry

time. Using this measure, we identify the strongest persistence in early travel among

those in TG2, who still travel on average 4 minutes earlier. The weak during-reward

effect on TG1 becomes even weaker, as suggested by both point estimates and statistical

significance. What is perhaps surprising is that TG3 and TG4 both experience strong
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regression, rendering both programs no more effective than TG2.

To examine at what speed the persistence in treatment effect wanes, we divide the

during and post-reward periods into blocks of five weeks, with two such blocks during

the reward period and five afterwards. Then, we estimate model 1 by restricting the

data to pre-reward and one of these seven blocks (Figure vii). After monetary incentives

end, subjects in TG1, TG3, and TG4 immediately cut back on early travel. In contrast,

those in TG2 almost maintain their level of earlier entry time and 30-minute-or-more

shifts, and there is no evidence that TG2’s persistence starts to decline toward the

end of the sample period. Of those 30-minute-or-more shifts, those in TG1 and TG3

reverse almost to the pre-reward level right after the reward ends, while TG4 persists

somewhat for three blocks before reversion. TG3 and TG3’s patterns are consistent with

the hypothesis that the nonlinear RPs’ “crowding-out” effect dominates. In contrast,

those in TG2 almost maintain their level of earlier entry time and 30-minute-or-more

shifts, and there is no evidence that TG2’s persistence starts to decline toward the end

of the sample period.

[Figure vii about here.]

Table iv shows the total costs of rewards by treatment group and the average costs

for incentivizing a shift that is at least 15 minutes earlier than one’s PAET. The first

four rows correspond to the reward period, and the last four to the reward and post-

reward periods combined. Though TG1 appears to be the cheapest program in terms of

cost per shift, its effect is often not statistically significant. The RP extended to TG2

is almost as cost-effective as those offered to TG3 and TG4. The average cost drops

considerably when the post-reward period is also considered; persistence renders the
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programs even cheaper to implement.

[Table iv about here.]

To put the costs in perspective, we compare them with that of adding new trains to

the MRT network. A train in the current rolling stock, a Kawasaki Heavy Industries

C151, costs S$13 million and has a full capacity of 2,000 passengers. Shifting 2,000 pas-

sengers at least 15-minutes earlier using a RP like the one applied to TG2 costs S$4,600

daily. Therefore, running the program for 7 consecutive years is cheaper than buying

a train, without even considering a train’s other operational costs or the program’s

persistence effect.

4. Conclusion

Although our study is strongly contextual, the analysis does provide supporting

evidence for our hypothesis, which is rooted in behavioural theory; we believe that it

could be generalized with caution. In particular, comparison among four randomly

assigned reward programs offers two suggestions for how to design an effective program

in public policy settings.

First, a good program should mitigate the crowding-out effect from extrinsic rewards

to intrinsic incentives. Although a bonus scheme provided to TG3 and TG4 effectively

induces more shifts during the reward period, both groups regress heavily on early

travel once the monetary incentive is discontinued. In a non-for-profit setting (e.g.,

quitting smoking, exercising, using public transit instead of driving), policy makers may

naturally benefit from the public’s intrinsic motivation. In contrast, a reward program

that encourages individuals to fixate on monetary goals by setting performance-based
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reward milestones may undermine such motivation.

Second, a good program should offer an intermediate reward for goals that can be

achieved by many. In our experiment, the program for TG1 turns out to be the least

successful. We attribute its poor performance to the lack of an intermediate reward

for 15-minute shifts, which may have deterred many subjects from trying at all and

discouraged those who tried to make a 30-minute shift but failed. As a result, those

who have shifted under the program are likely to be very promotion-sensitive, and hence

not likely to maintain early travel once the monetary incentives are discontinued.

Our results have greatly impacted the redesign of Singapore’s Travel Smart Rewards

(TSR) Program. The old TSR scheme rewarded registered commuters with points that

could be redeemed for travel credits or entered into lotteries, and the number of points

rewarded was in proportion to the distance traveled. The earning rate was tiered based

on frequency of off-peak trips: More frequent off-peak travelers earned more points

for each mile traveled, which is a non-linear program. In the old scheme, “off-peak”

was defined by a uniformly set time window. Starting from April 1, 2017, a new TSR

program came into effect with three new features: (1) the earning rate for points is no

longer tiered, (2) a fare rebate is awarded for off-peak trips, and (3) “off-peak” is defined

by an individualized average MRT entry time, or PAET in our study. We believe that

the success of the RPs in our context could be replicated to ease short-lived congestion,

such as in roads, electricity, and data-network usage.

Our analysis is mostly descriptive and we are largely silent on why or why not

subjects persist in the post-reward period. Plausible explanations include learning the

benefits of early travel, habit formation à la Becker and Murphy (1988), status-quo bias
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(Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988), etc. Future research could take a structural approach

and explore experimental exogenous variations to identify these mechanisms.
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Figure i: Daily Number of Exited Subway Passengers During Morning Peak at Singapore’s Central
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Figure ii: Timeline of Experimental Interventions and Data Coverage
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Figure iii: Advertisements Appeared that appeared in TODAY (Left) and on Facebook (Right)
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Figure iv: p-Values of Pairwise t−tests on Assignment Balance. Each dot represents a p-value of a
t-test with the null hypothesis that the variable of interest from the corresponding treatment group
has the same mean as that of the control group. Number of observations is 475.
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Figure v: Weekly Average Entry Time Pre-, During, and Post-Reward. Average entry time is calculated as

the mean of entry times for all morning trips originated from subjects’ designated stations.
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Figure vi: Entry Time Distributions Pre-, During, and Post-Reward. This is a histogram showing the number of trips in minutes of entry time earlier than
the trip owner’s Personal Average Entry Time in pre-, during, and post-reward period. Each bin is 1 minute.
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Figure vii: Treatment Effect Dynamics in 5-Week Blocks. We run the regressions with the same settings
as model 1, separately for every block and always include data from the entire pre-reward period. The
plot also shows the 95% confidence intervals for the coefficient estimates, constructed using the robust
standard errors clustered at subject level. The online appendix includes all the regression tables.
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Table i: Reward Program Details

Treatment
Groups

Full fare rebate
for every entry
at least 30 m.
before PAET

50 Cents rebate
for every entry
at least 15 m.
but less than 30
m. before PAET

One-off S$2, 5,
10, or 15 bonus if
enter at least 30
m. before PAET
for 5, 10, 20, or
30 times

Weekly email
updates on re-
bate instances
and accrued
amount

TG1 X
TG2 X X
TG3 X X X
TG4 X X X X

Trips are eligible for rebate and bonus accrual only if they occur (1) On Monday-Friday,
excluding public holidays. (2) After the beginning of MRT operation each day (usually
around 6 a.m.). (3) From the subject’s designated station as origin. (4) On the subject’s
registered smart travel card.
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Table ii: Descriptive Statistics
All Subjects

mean median sd min max
Age 34.4 32.0 9.1 22.0 65.0
Female 59.21%
Income Level $3000-$3999 $1000 and below $7000 and above
Flexibility 76.22%
Pre-reward Personal Average Entry Time 8:13:00 AM 8:13:00 AM 14.75 7:19:00 AM 8:45:00 AM
Pre-reward Personal Average Exit Time 8:42:00 AM 8:43:00 AM 9.84 7:34:00 AM 9:07:00 AM
Pre-reward Prob of Entry Time by 30 mins earlier 3.95% 1.28% 7.82% 0.00% 74.07%
Pre-reward Prob of Entry Time by 15 mins earlier 10.10% 5.36% 13.09% 0.00% 100.00%
Pre-reward Prob of Ending Trip by 7:45 1.26% 0.00% 4.20% 0.00% 49.43%
Pre-reward Prob of Ending Trip by 8:00 2.28% 0.00% 5.54% 0.00% 59.04%
Pre-reward Prob of Ending Trip by 8:15 4.46% 1.43% 8.21% 0.00% 75.90%
# Trips/person Pre-reward 75.88 77.00 14.04 24.00 174.00
# Trips/person During reward 37.66 41.00 10.48 1.00 87.00
# Trips/person Post-reward 86.38 103.00 38.02 1.00 195.00
Personal Average Fare Pre-reward 1.26 1.27 0.47 0.07 2.72
Personal Average Fare During reward 1.25 1.25 0.50 0.04 2.88
Personal Average Fare Post-reward 1.23 1.24 0.48 0.04 2.56
Attrtion Rate 21.05%
Income level is a categorical variable, so only median, max and min are shown. Flexibility is a binary variable showing if one is
flexible on working hour. Pre-reward Entry/Exit Time includes all mrt trips between 5:30 a.m. and 9 a.m.. Pre-reward Personal
Average Entry/Exit time is calculated based on all mrt trips between 5:30 a.m. and 9 a.m.. Attrition rate is the percentage of
subjects who did not have any travel records in the last 30 days of the observation period. For every subject, it is either 0 or 1.
Therefore, mean makes more sense than median, sd, min and max. Number of subjects is 475.
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Table iii: Trip-Level Difference-in-Differences Estimates
(1) (2) (3)

VARIABLES Entry Time (m) 15-30 m, shift ≥30 m. shift

During 0.703 0.002 0.009
(0.631) (0.007) (0.007)

During * TG1 -1.930 0.016 0.036*
(1.344) (0.013) (0.019)

During * TG2 -3.552*** 0.038** 0.041**
(1.142) (0.018) (0.019)

During * TG3 -3.908*** 0.037** 0.067***
(1.318) (0.016) (0.025)

During * TG4 -4.153*** 0.038** 0.071***
(1.345) (0.017) (0.025)

Post 2.068** 0.014 0.013
(0.829) (0.013) (0.009)

Post * TG1 -2.589* 0.014 0.020
(1.373) (0.017) (0.020)

Post * TG2 -4.218*** 0.017 0.035*
(1.470) (0.019) (0.019)

Post * TG3 -1.956 0.050* 0.008
(1.498) (0.026) (0.018)

Post * TG4 -2.491* 0.018 0.028
(1.468) (0.018) (0.018)

Observations 86,885 86,885 86,885
R-squared 0.599 0.141 0.344
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes
Trip-level Ctrls Yes Yes Yes
Pre-reward 493 (8:13 a.m.) 0.059 0.039
Trip-level controls include the before-discount trip fare, distance trav-
elled, a binary indicator for whether the trip is connected to a bus trans-
fer, a binary indicator for whether the trip ends in one of the 18 CBD
area stations, and a dummy for the day of the week when the trip is
made. Robust standard errors in parentheses (clustered at the individ-
ual level). *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table iv: Total Costs and Average Costs Per Incentivized Shift

Payment (S$) # of incentivized ≥15 m. shifts S$ per shift
During TG1 306.8 159** 1.93
During TG2 614.7 262*** 2.35
During TG3 763.4 347*** 2.20
During TG4 812.9 345*** 2.36
During+Post TG1 306.8 387 0.79
During+Post TG2 614.7 641* 0.96
During+Post TG3 763.4 804* 0.95
During+Post TG4 812.9 640 1.27
The first four rows correspond to the reward period, and the last four to the reward
and post-reward periods combined. Payment includes the bonuses for TG3 and
TG4. # of incentivized ≥15 m. shifts are calculated as the numbers of morning
trips multiplied by the estimated incremental probabilities reported in Table iii. Star
signs in the the first/last four rows indicate the statistical significance for estimated
incremental probabilities during/post the reward period, which are identical to those
in Table iii’s column (4) *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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